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A New Jersey high school teacher has been suspended with pay after launching into a rant during
two virtual classes in which he allegedly called George Floyd a "criminal" and ...
A New Jersey high school teacher is filmed referring to George Floyd as a 'criminal' and
cursing at students
The American Federation of Teachers lobbied the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention on,
and even suggested language for, the federal agency’s school-reopening guidance released in ...
Powerful teachers union influenced CDC on school reopenings, emails show
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Instead, a new report suggest the Biden administration allowed a powerful teachers union to
influence school reopening guidelines. E-mails first reported by the New York Post shows frequent ...
'The Five' react to report teachers union pressured CDC on school reopening
Migrant Teachersinvestigates an overlooked trend in U.S. public schools today: the growing reliance
on teachers trained overseas, as federal mandates require ...
Migrant Teachers
A Facebook post suggesting multiple schools in Florida have stopped hiring teachers based on their
COVID-19 vaccination status is misleading, while a further claim of vaccine “shedding” is false.
Fact Check-Yes, one Florida school says it won’t hire teachers who get the COVID-19 jab,
but it’s false to say people ‘shed’ the vaccine
The New Jersey high school teacher, Howard Zlotkin, has been suspended with pay after cursing
and targeting Black students in an online class.
New Jersey teacher is suspended after calling George Floyd a ‘criminal’ in virtual class
Dr. Michael Cackovic has treated his share of pregnant women. So when Republican lawmakers
across the U.S. began passing bans on abortion at what they term “the first ...
‘Fetal heartbeat’ in abortion laws taps emotion, not science
In a bizarre case, a lawyer killed himself at his house, after leaving a suicide note confessing to the
murder of a yoga teacher, who had been missing for a month. The incident happened in the Indian
...
Lawyer's Suicide Note Unravels Mystery Behind Yoga Teacher's Missing
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While I don't ever want parents to be suddenly thrown into chaos like that ever again, I do pray that
their role in their children's education continues as kids go back to school and life resumes as ...
Don’t Forget You’re Still a Teacher, Even if Your Kids Have Finally Gone Back to School
A private school in Florida is barring teachers who have been vaccinated against Covid-19 from
coming into contact with students, arguing against all evidence that the educators pose a health
risk.
US school bars vaccinated teachers, falsely citing risk to students
After a year of mostly remote learning for many teachers and students in New Mexico due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, some children are once again walking the halls of our schools. The Journal
invited New ...
Lessons from COVID: Pandemic stories from NM teachers, parents and children
On NBC's "Meet the Press," Weingarten said she wanted to "debunk this myth" that the teachers
unions were against schools reopening, despite the fact that ... The union of science-skeptical ...
Teachers unions are gaslighting parents and resisting science to keep schools closed
Just this week, doctors revealed they don't think we'll ever reach herd immunity because not
enough people are getting the COVID-19 vaccine. A recent poll shows 21% of Americans say they
will never ...
Skipping the shot: WESH 2 News investigates why some are not getting vaccinated for
COVID-19
Nashville Mayor John Cooper is proposing a budget that will pump $81 million more dollars in public
schools and make the city's teachers the highest paid in the state. Cooper unveiled his budget ...
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Mayor Devotes $50M To Make MNPS Teachers Highest Paid In State
Some teachers ... science" on television more than anyone this side of Bill Nye, is a useful reminder
that he, like far too many other elected officials and even appointed scientific bureaucrats ...
Teachers Unions Extracting Final Payouts Before Schools Reopen
The CDC’s distortion of science capped ... Educators Rank-and-File Safety Committee, questioned
Weingarten at a March 16 online event hosted by the Facebook group Badass Teachers Association
...
As districts press to fully reopen, American Federation of Teachers endorses three-foot
distancing in schools
According to Burbio.com, 62.4 percent of K-12 students are now attending “traditional” in-person
class every day, while 28.2 percent of ... among rank-and-file teachers to unsafe and deadly ...
Educators expose the teachers unions’ role in facilitating the deadly reopening of US
schools
John Brightling: Father. Teacher. Caregiver. Argos fan. Born Nov. 22, 1929, in Toronto; died Oct. 2,
2020, in Listowel, Ont., of congestive heart failure; age 90 ...
High-school teacher and caregiver John Brightling stuck close by those he loved
Testimony was heard from witnesses on both sides of the issue, and Rosenfeldt ruled all parties
must file ... teacher preparation time as ordered by executive order. On April 2, Thygeson denied ...
Teachers union, Dilworth-Glyndon-Felton schools clash in court over extra prep time
Ludwig Excellence in Teaching Award from the American Association of Teachers of French ... the
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head of the social science and world language division at Buffalo Grove High School.
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